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Describe a piece of local news that people are interested in IELTS Cue Card with band 9 answer and

part 3 follow up questions

In this lesson from simply IELTS, you will know how to Describe a piece of local news that

people are interested in band 9 IELTS Speaking Cue Card part 2 and part 3 follow up

questions.

Describe a piece of local news that people are interested in IELTS
Cue Card

You should say

What it was about?

Where you saw/heard it?

Who was involved?

And explain why people were interested in it?

Band 9 Model Answer to Describe a piece of local news that people are
interested in IELTS Cue Card
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I’m an individual who loves to peruse the news constantly, be it on my telephone or

a real paper toward the beginning of the day

I trust know about things that are occurring in the general public.

The majority of the news that we read is identified with governmental issues, sports,

medical care, superstars, or wrongdoing and generally individuals are keen on news

identified with wrongdoing.

In this way, today I might want to discuss a grabbing and murder that occurred in

my city.

It was around twentieth December when a 5 year old kid was seized from outside his

home.

The guardians got a payoff call subsequent to hijacking after which they educated

the police.

The hijackers enlightened the guardians concerning the area where they needed to

drop the cash on a specific date.

The police had laid a snare to get the criminals yet they figured out how to flee with

the cash.

At the point when the report about grabbing became public there were a ton of

fights in my city as individuals become stressed over the security of their youngsters.

The first page of our nearby paper conveyed just the report about capturing as

everybody needed to know if the young man has been safeguarded.

Unfortunately, 10 days after the hijacking the police found the body of the little

youngster at the boundary of our city.

I think nearly everybody in our city sobbed for the young man that day.

The case was addressed following 3 months when police had the option to follow the

cell phone records of the ruffian, who was a nearby neighbor.

Afterward, he admitted to the wrongdoing and told the media that he did the

homicide on the grounds that the kid had distinguished him as the neighbor uncle

who had a major canine. He was frightened to get captured.

This was exceptionally tragic information for our city.

Speaking Part 3 Follow-Up Questions to Describe a piece of local news
that people are interested in

1. Do individuals read paper where you reside?

Indeed, individuals in my city love to peruse the paper. Indeed, there are such

countless individuals in my general public who read just about 2-3 papers each day.

I surmise the explanation for it is that the education rate in my city is one of the

greatest in my country. Along these lines, the informed individuals love to peruse

paper so they have some substance to examine with their associates or neighbors.

Likewise, there is a paper distributing organization in my city which is additionally

the biggest selling English every day in North India.
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2. Do individuals incline toward nearby or worldwide news?

I think there are parcel of variables which choose whether an individual would

understand neighborhood or worldwide news.

For instance, on account of Coronavirus everybody is similarly keen on both

worldwide just as neighborhood news. Individuals think about the advancement of

antibody and they likewise need to think about the quantity of Coronavirus cases in

their city.

Simultaneously, assuming we leave Coronavirus to the side, we can say that little

money managers or individuals from feeble monetary foundations are generally

keen on nearby news while the people who are working for worldwide organizations

are more intrigued by global news.

3. Do you believe have a public character?

 
 

Indeed, I believe have a public character since it urges individuals to comprehend

the country they live in and work for the improvement of their country.

Likewise, for nations which have acquired freedom, it assists individuals with

understanding the penances made by their precursors and it helps them to maintain

those qualities.

 

4. How can individuals foster their public character?

I think there are numerous manners by which individuals could foster their public

personality. The first and simplest way is wear the customary clothing types of their

country. Besides, they can wear pins of their banners or crane the public banners

outside their country.

In my country the public authority has introduced immense Public banners in larger

part of the downtown areas and furthermore they have set up a law as per which our

public hymn is played in the cinema before the screening of any film.

 

 


